FT TH COUN CIL

The Bet s
We re on Fibe r
in Las Ve gas

The FTTH Council annual
fiberfest brought users and
network builders face-to-face

A BBP Staff Report

O ut g oi n g F T T H C ou nc i l c h a i r
Di a ne K r u s e , C E O of Z o omy
C om mu n i c a t i on s .
Conference chair (and incoming FTTH Council chairperson) Kathy Harriman.
She’s Senior Vice President for EPB Telecommunications in Chattanooga,
responsible for directing operations of its CLEC division.
(BBP photos by Steve Ross.)

M

Steve Ross and Masha Zager contributed to
this report.

oney counts in Las Vegas
– and at this year’s FTTH
Council meeting in October,

there was some to spare, as equipment
vendors, network builders, fiber suppliers
and even companies deploying networks
came up with dozens of ways to save
money on new networks, and dozens of
ways to make money with new services.
Hiromichi Shinohara, director of Access Network Service System Labs
at NTT, tells the story – the monthly
FTTH subscriber base in Japan has
been jumping while ADSL falters. New
FTTH subscribers passed new ADSL
in Japan early in 2006.
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Robert E. Ingalls, Jr., Chief Marketing
Officer, Verizon Telecom, describes
FiOS video and add-on services.

Watch the hands. Jeffery Weber, VP
for Product and Strategy at AT&T
Operations.

About half of new, large homes are in master-planned communities, and almost
half of those are passed by FTTH, says Zoomy Communications.

AT&T, with its FTTN deployment,
showed that it was thinking along the
same lines as Verizon when it comes to
services being delivered – plenty of bandwidth, plenty of channels, a good VoIP
option, and lots more – in an easy-to-use
plug-and-play package. But many in the
audience were skeptical about whether
AT&T could even deliver HDTV with its
fiber-plus-VDSL plant at 20-25 Mbps.
But many smaller carriers outlined
their plans to compete with the RBOCs,
even with Verizon’s massive FiOS rollout, by using the most advanced FTTH
technologies available. Their reasoning: If you are only passing, say, 5,000
homes, why not use the fanciest GPON
or GePON and most flexible ONTs?
Patrick Sims of ADC warned that

telcos in competition with MSO’s who
are already offering voice services and
a robust video service need to do the
same. VDSL, even served by FTTN,
does not have the bandwidth for video
services to compete with MSOs, he insisted.
Sims said there is “significant opportunity cost for inaction or delayed
action to capture revenues from a triple
play offer that has video services.”
The issue is not entirely the raw bandwidth needed to serve video, although at
close to 10 Mbps for compressed HDTV
the raw bandwidth needs are considerable. Sims noted that video on demand
(VOD) is on the rise, and that “multiple
video feeds are no longer driven by TV
sets per household alone.”

Cross-connect, interconnect or direct connect? Central Office design decisions impact the ability to make equipment
changes as needs expand, says Pat Sims of ADC.
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Verizon’s Young called for
massively rethinking the
set-top box, including the
set-top box integrated
security ban. Cablecentric standards
were not designed for
new, IP-enabled, FTTP
architectures.
Engineering for target take rates: ADC notes that premium services use far more
bandwidth than standard services.

FiOS
David E. Young, vice president for
Federal Regulatory issues at Verizon, allayed some fears that average revenue per
customer would not sustain FiOS growth.
He said 99.4 percent of FiOS subscribers
buy the Premier Tier, 60 percent have
HD and/or a digital video recorder, 37
percent subscribe to a movie or sports
package, and 12 percent of gross FiOS
sales have included Home Media DVR.
Indeed, 99 percent of the FiOS TV base
has a second product from Verizon, with
56 percent of FiOS TV sales including
FiOS Internet.
Young called for massively rethinking
the set-top box, including the set-top box
integrated security ban. “Cable-centric
standards were not designed for new, IPenabled, FTTP architectures,” he said,
adding that open standards would allow
consumer electronic devices to work with
all broadband video service providers,
not only incumbent cable system architectures. He said two issues are especially
ripe for fixing – two-way plug and play
and downloadable conditional access
rights.

Verizon is on target with its cost per home passed.

Evolution of in-home network
for FiOS.
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Experiencing the
Possibilities of
Broadband
Killer App Magazine
(online at KillerApp.com) is the
Major service enhancements are planned for FiOS this coming year, but its lineup
does not match the best in Asia.

leading source of information
about new
applications that take advantage
of broadband and ultrabroadband
networks, and about the impact of
those applications on communities
and individuals.
We keep readers up to date with
news and insights about network applications that promise
to change the way we live, work
and play, and we tell you how

Calix described different technologies for moving broadband around the premises.

consumers, businesses, educators,
government agencies and others
are using these applications today
to enhance lives and increase opportunities.
“Nobody’s building fiber for the
sake of building fiber. It’s what
fiber enables that we’re all so
interested in.”
– The editors of Killer App

For more information visit us
at www.killerappexpo.com
Multi-stream set-top boxes can be used as a broadband home wiring solution.
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Many homeowners use multiple networking approaches, Calix says.

IPTV
Tim Doiron, Group Manager for
Access and Broadband Data at Tellabs,
also says network overbuilders should
use superior video quality as a competitive differentiator over cable, even if the
programming itself is similar to start,
but that IPTV does not have to come
immediately. “HDTV drives the opportunity, with 30 million HD-equipped
households now, many with multiple HD
sets….You can start with an RF overlay,
then migrate to IPTV for further differentiation.”
The FSAN standard has the RF at
1550 nm wavelength on the fiber, with at
least 5 Gbps for broadcast TV, including
HDTV and analog. Once you are fiber
all the way to the home, you can “eliminate QAM (RF) modulation on 1550 nm
and go all digital with 2.4 Gbps GPON,”
then “repurpose the 1550 nm wavelength
to carry all multicast video traffic or the
most commonly selected IPTV multicast
streams.”
Doiron says carriers can provide
bandwidth and service flexibility for the
future by enabling a second downstream
path. This, he said, is the first step toward WDM-PON (32 wavelengths for a
32:1 split) – where each household has its
own dedicated wavelength at full GPON
speeds.

The other upgrade path right now is
to go to new, faster versions of GePON
just getting ready for standardization.
Some Asian network builders, traditionally in the Ethernet camp, are hedging
their bets.
Stephen Davies, of Titan ICT
Consultants in Australia, said IPTV is
important because people want more
control over their TV viewing. Aside
from that, his remarks were quite provocative. Although, he noted, FTTH
is better able than coax or DSL to
support IPTV, it’s still not easy. He
warned network builders that IPTV

requires specialized expertise.
As many have noted, he also emphasized that video should get the highest
quality of service, even more than phone.
He also insisted that IPTV requires higher bandwidth than is generally reported,
both for standard and HD, MPEG2 and
MPEG4, especially for sports. Compression can be higher for “talking heads.” He
noted that if you have the bandwidth, it
is easier to do unicast (VOD) than multicast (regular channels). Network traffic
within a home can be heavy for video, of
course. He recommended using an ONT
with 4 Ethernet ports rather than multiple routers, to avoid an “IPTV storm”
inside the house.
“MPEG4 is useless,” he said. “If you
have DSL it still doesn’t give you enough
bandwidth, and if you have FTTH you

Davies insisted that IPTV
requires higher bandwidth
than is generally reported,
both for standard and
HD, MPEG2 and MPEG4,
especially for sports.
Compression can be high
for “talking heads,” but
not for fast-moving action.

Video accounts for the largest single part of monthly household entertainment
spending, according to figures from Tellabs.
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HDTV sales will continue to drive the opportunity. Data from Forrester Research.

IPTV enables personalized video services, increases customer revenue, and retains subscribers says Tellabs.
don’t need it.” He also insisted that IPTV
“works best with EPON [or, presumably,
GPON for multi-TV households]; other
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network types are unproven.”
Michael Arden of ABI agreed only
in part, saying “Only GPON and active
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Ethernet have the bandwidth to support
IPTV; EPON does not have enough even
with MPEG4. Active Ethernet is best.”

FT TH COUN CIL
Arden also said the Beijing Olympics and
Verizon’s FiOS deployment are likely
to give a major boost to IPTV use statistics and that Eastern Europe will be
an IPTV leader in a few years.
Arden noted that niceties such as
picture-in-picture and multiple camera
angles are also big bandwidth hogs.
He expects to see better set-top
boxes for IPTV early in 2007, and
said applications and advertising provide separate revenue streams. How
to price interactive ads? “It has to be a
new model,” he said, “something like
Google ads,” which are generally payper-click.
He noted that applications such as
distance education and online shopping can be done with an RF overlay as
well – IPTV is not absolutely needed
for that.
Network diagram for ETI’s deployment at Morristown. Note how the small ETI
Triad server controls the large (and expensive) network devices.

Below: Logic diagram for ETI
deployment in Morristown.
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Korea Update

W

ith Korea already the most
broadband-intensive
large
country, the natural question
is, “What’s Next?” Hoyoung Song of
the FTTH Service Development Team
at Korea’s Optical Communications
Research Center (ETRI) described the
country’s FTTH-based IPTV test-bed
and said that FTTH will be a hot issue in
Korea because of deregulation efforts for
IPTV services by the government.
The prototype FTTH Installation in
Gwangju was expected to pass more than
10,000 homes this month, with about
4,000 homes connected. Ultimately,
20,000 will be connected, he said. The
technology is GePON and WDM-PON.
Both mainstream commercial and experimental services are being tested by ETRI
(the government’s lab), KT (telephone),
Hanaro Telecom and CATV operator
SO. Song invited non-Korean content
providers to participate. “We welcome
your joining and we are opening the testbed for your new services for revving up
FTTH in Korea,” he said.

The famous star system; apartment ads in Korea display the emblem describing
bandwidth available. About 67,000 households are now certified in the FTTH
“super class;” expect it to be 4 million by 2010.

Korea invited companies
the world over to
participate in its live
multicity testbed program
for delivering services
over fiber.

To get the full four super-class stars, this is what you need.
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The test-bed is not entirely new. By
2005, KT had 18,000 homes passed
with GePON and WDM-PON in Seoul
and Gwangju. It now has 140,000 lines
and plans 3.4 million by 2010. Hanaro
Telecom had 3,000 homes passed with
GePON at Gwangju by last year and expanded to other cities this year.
Korea’s Rural Area Broadband Inter-

FT TH COUN CIL

The FTTH-based IPTV test-bed. International companies are invited to join in. There’s already a mixture of commercial
services (provided by telcos) and experimental services (provided by ETRI).

Details of the test-bed’s WDM-PON and GePON deployments.
JANUARY 2007 | www.broadbandproper ties.com | BROADBAND PROPERTIES |
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ETRI’s experimental services. It’s not just triple-play.

Personalized IPTV Service. Think YouTube on steroids.
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net Expansion Project, which started this
year, should pass 100,000 rural and island
homes with FTTx in 2007. By the end of
2007, 100 percent of new urban homes
will be passed with broadband connections. Under the New City Construction
Plan (U-city) in Dongtan, Paju, Pangyo,
and other areas, more than 200,000 lines
will be added each year starting in 2007.
What will the fiber bring? Song listed:
• E-Learning in Gwangju
• Interactive IPTV
• Personal IPTV Broadcasting (a home
video creation application went live in
November)
• U-Sports
• Interactive Contents Portal (UCC)
• TV based video phone service
• Video blogging
• High Definition VoD
• Digital Cable TV
• Software on Demand
• NPVR
(networked Personal Video Recorder)
nPMC
(networked Personal Media Center)

The ETRI team.

Faster Networks
With GPON and GePON just being
absorbed by the industry this year, it actually seemed odd to start talking in detail
about one possible next step – multiple
wavelengths on one fiber. Francis Nedvidek of Cube Optics AG in Germany,
described the ITU G.694.2 coarse wave
division multiplexing (CWDM) standard, available now to upgrade existing
PON bandwidth to customers as much as
18-fold without laying new fiber.
Nedvidek said the standard greatly simplifies integration, because the
matchbook-size multiplexer/demultiplexers are so small they fit into existing enclosures, rack modules, splice cassettes,
and onto line cards. They also need no
external power so they are outside-plant
deployable. The CWDM standard, with
18 wavelengths, can also accommodate dense wave division multiplexing
(DWDM) overlays with hundreds of
wavelengths. There are potential issues
with longer distance links over legacy
fiber, however. Several of the CWDM

Coarse wave division multiplexing deployed in a PON. The mux/demux devices are
drawn to scale with the cabinets. This setup, from Cube, adds three wavelengths
between the CO and OLT. That allows more bandwidth for existing customers,
or for new customers.
wavelengths are attenuated by included
water in older fiber.
Because the multiplexer/demultiplexer units are so small, only modest levels of
technical expertise are required to design,
plan and implement an upgrade, he said,
and capital expenses for the upgrade can
follow demand.
“These are open standards, nothing
proprietary, and interoperable with routers, switches, DSLAMs and other net-

Matchbook-size
multiplexer/
demultiplexers are so
small they fit into existing
enclosures, rack modules,
splice cassettes, and onto
line cards.
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ers – not as the only provider, but GVTC
is exclusively shown in model homes and
in subdivisions. There is exclusive signage
at new developments, promotions, referrals, a flyer in welcome packages. GVTC
will rebate a small fee to developers who
agree to those exclusive marketing arrangements.

Passive coarse wave division multiplexing deployed with an analog hybrid fibercoax network. In this illustration from Cube AG, there are three wavelengths on
one bi-directional fiber.

Some legacy fiber has enough included water, in the glass, to filter several
wavelengths used in CWDM; this reduces range for those wavelengths. The
ITU specifies the wavelengths in its GPON version of CWDM, and the 20 nm
spacing.
work equipment. CWDM is functionally
transparent to all data transmission protocols, coding schemes and data rates,”
Nedvidek said.

Carriers Speak Out
Jeffrey Mnick of Guadalupe Valley
Telephone says his company is offering
triple play plus security over FTTH. As
of October there were 1,600 customers
with about 125 more being added each
month. The take rate for occupied homes
has averaged 76 percent for phone and
15 percent for security (priced at $23 a
month).
The sales process has been intensive for
Guadalupe Valley. To gain visibility, the
company put a residential sales force on
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the streets, and shortened the install period to three days after a customer places
an order (using On Trac). “If you don’t
install TV within four days, the customer
will cancel, Mnick said. “No one can live
that long without TV, though Internet
and phone aren’t so critical.”
Developers in the area are in competition with each other and are using FTTH
to differentiate their developments and
sell lots faster, he said. Developers are
paying GVTC – about $600,000 so far,
according to Mnick – and are giving
GVTC free advertising.
The company is also replacing some
existing plant with FTTH, for both
maintenance and competitive reasons,
using Calix GPON. GVTC also seeks
out exclusive relationships with develop-
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“If you don’t install TV
within four days, the
customer will cancel,
Mnick said. “No one can
live that long without
TV, though Internet and
phone aren’t so critical.”
The local content mix is also important, of course. “We show a lot of hunting programs and local high school sports
on TV,” he said. The company is also offering faster broadband speeds for less
money than the competition.
Willy Pirtle of Shentel says his company is particularly interested in greenfield developments outside its ILEC area.
It has also expanded beyond triple play,
offering security (at $13 a month) and
medic alert services. “FTTH helps the
developer sell lots,” he said “we need to
educate everyone.” Shentel is using equipment from Motorola and Wave7 Optics.
Pirtle said statewide video franchise
laws help in some ways, hurt in others.
It allows a faster start at marketing new
customers, but of course makes it easier
for others to encroach on their territory.
Phillip Clark of Paxio, a pure CLEC
that concentrates on greenfield developments in the San Francisco Bay area, said
having a statewide video franchise law
helps. He says his firm is “doing a lot of
fiber to business premises, with specialized services, and competing with AT&T
and getting higher take rates.” He’s using
Cisco at the network core and PacketFront at the edge.
Clark said “people want symmetrical bandwidth for telecommuting, and
are willing to spend a lot more for really
high bandwidth. We’re now starting to

April 30 – May 2, 2007
Fort Wayne, Indiana
Killer App Conference attendees will learn about broadband
applications and their real-world
impact from panels that include
FTTP community representatives, applications developers,
thought leaders and working
professionals in:
TELEMEDICINE
DISTANCE LEARNING
GOVERNMENT
TELEWORK
ENTERTAINMENT
AND MORE…
Join us at the
Here’s why pedestals have to be sealed and handholes are suspect in
SaskTel’s deployments.
do overbuilds,” and are often invited in
by property owners. Paxio, like the major RBOCs, helps customers with home
networking.
Hawaiian Telcom, formerly a subsidiary of Verizon, is doing FTTH in greenfield developments by partnering with
developers. It will also overlay in brownfields. In some areas it is doing FTTN,
but expects to convert later to FTTP.
Hawaiian Telcom did market research on how many TVs are on at once,
and how many of those were likely to be
HDTVs, and decided on GPON. It is
using blown microfiber cable to save on
trenching, which is very expensive due to
volcanic rock and to lack of competition

in the local construction industry.
Planters Telephone of Savannah, GA,
a very small co-op, is looking at FTTH
so it can do IPTV. It currently is deploying in greenfield. Comcast backed out of
one new development when it found out
FTTH would be there!
Planters is also using fiber in rural areas where it couldn’t bring DSL. It has
settled on a centralized splitter approach,
because later it may switch to active pointto-point. The plant is Calix’s BPON system using Optitap pre-engineered cable,
and will migrate to GPON.
Fiber is more resistant to lightning
than copper (there are lots of thunderstorms in Georgia). Will they remove old

Killer App Conference
to find out What can we do
with all this bandwidth?
The Killer App Expo will
provide a showcase for applications that are making use of
broadband and ultrabroadband
connectivity.

To inquire about exhibiting,
call 877-588-1649.
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copper? “Removing copper is expensive
but if you need the space it’s cheaper than
digging new trenches.”

Nuts & Bolts
Mike Nijman, of SaskTel in Saskatchewan, Canada, described a field trial that
recently ended, involving 200 existing
homes – 100 served with new buried fiber and 100 with aerial. “The main thrust
of the trial was to test outside plant techniques,” he said. SaskTel is now expanding to serve 6,000 homes (2,000 greenfield) and will again use a mix of aerial
and buried fiber for the overbuilds.
The deployment is GPON with a
1:32 Central Office split, one fiber per
subscriber. But they are only using 1:24
so they have spares and won’t have to upgrade the outside plant in case of trouble.
From the ONT, IPTV is distributed via
in-home 10Xbase-T or coax. Phone service is over existing lines and through
VoIP. All drops were placed in 1-inch
HDPE conduit. At 26 cents a foot (Canadian) it costs about $15 per home and
it offers maximum protection and easy
drop repair, he noted, and also allows
for a more shallow and quicker trench or
bore. There’s a hardened connector on the
pedestal end, but fusion splicing for durability at the ONT.
At the distribution end, SaskTel used
multi-port hardened connector terminals
with up to eight terminal stubs spliced
at one location. Homes were passed with
handholes in front yards, pedestals in
backyards. “For northern climate locations, patch cords should be a military
spec cable good to -50C but we had very
little choice on this issue as no major vendors have chosen to make this type of
patch cord available,” Nijman said.
Lessons learned:
• Handholes are not conducive to a
winter or wet environment!
• Neither are small cabinets! Small
cabinets and connectors are too difficult for construction and installation personnel to work with.
• All fiber splicing must be in sealed
enclosures and in pedestals.
• SC or LC; to date SaskTel sees no
difference.
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Bill Mann of Uraseal, which makes splice protection packages, says splicing can be
cheaper – and is certainly much faster – than replacing an entire drop cable.
As the number of FTTH networks
grows, service providers are being confronted with the problem of how to deal
efficiently and cost effectively with fiber
drop repairs. Outside plant accounts for
45 percent of total network costs – the
largest component in any FTTH build
– and labor is the largest component of
OSP expenses. Bill Mann, Vice President
for Sales and Business Development at
Uraseal, said speed as well as cost considerations make repairing rather than
replacing drops more attractive.
Because of converged services, “providers are under pressure to restore services far more quickly than in the past,”
Mann said. “And customer retention is
key in today’s competitive marketplace.”
He also challenged the trend toward
placing drops in conduit. “Conduit may
at first be seen as a cost savings measure,
but can actually end up costing more
than direct buried cable. When the conduit is cut or damaged the conduit needs
to be repaired or replaced in addition to
the drop cable. This adds to the repair
costs. With only a one percent cut rate,
why spend the up-front dollars on conduit for the entire plant?”
One reason, of course, is that replacing
the entire drop is usually easier with conduit. “Until recently, the prevailing philosophy has been to replace damaged or
cut fiber drops. However, with advances
in equipment for locating and repairing
cables, a strong case can now be made
for repairing fiber drops versus replacing
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Conduit may at first be
seen as a cost savings
measure, but can actually
end up costing more
than direct buried cable.
When the conduit is cut
or damaged the conduit
needs to be repaired or
replaced in addition to the
drop cable. This adds to
the repair costs. With only
a one percent cut rate,
why spend the up-front
dollars on conduit for the
entire plant?

them,” Mann said.
The service provider will need to make
this determination on a case-by-case basis,
he added. For instance, long drop lengths
are expensive to fully replace, while drops
installed under sidewalks, driveways, roads
and so forth incur the cost of directional
boring. There’s also the cost to replace
damage to high-end landscaping.
Conduit is not always forgiving, either.
Damaged conduit needs to be repaired, as
does conduit filled with dirt that prevents
installing a full replacement fiber.
Field patches are easier. “Test equip-

FT TH COUN CIL

Plowing to cut a narrow trench for laying fiber is cheap, but often unsuitable for
overbuilds. Cost data from Ditch Witch.
ment can now easily locate the damage,
fusion splicers are now handheld, and
new splice protection closures designed
exclusively for fiber are available that
are reliable, economical, easy to install
and permanent.
George McGuire of Ditch Witch
said the trend toward buried fiber will
continue as underground installation
of fiber becomes less disruptive for homeowners. The dominant choice for
passing homes in affluent urban and
suburban neighborhoods is horizontal
directional drilling, he said, because it
minimizes surface disturbances and enables installation under surface obstacles such as streams, streets, sidewalks,
and parking lots. HDD also has greater
depth and diameter capabilities, and
can install deeper and wider than most
plows, trenchers, and saws.
HDD systems place fiber underground by drilling a pilot bore hole,
backreaming, if needed, and pulling
fiber back through the bore hole. Normal operating depths are 24 to 36 inches (60-90 cm), and HDD can install
fiber 40 feet between excavations (12
meters), if required. Normal diameters
of installed product are direct buried
cable or conduit as wide as six inches.
Larger diameters can be installed if required, depending on soil conditions.
But HDD is limited by pipe bend
radius, electronics and power. And over

long distances, especially in land that is
not built up, the limit on lengths placed
gives the advantage to other methods.
Vibratory plows place fiber underground while slicing through the soil,
for instance. It’s a low cost option with
minimum surface disturbance (a 1- or
2-inch-wide slice), and normal operating depths of 12 to 24 inches. Normal
diameters of cable placed are 1 to 3
inches. A trencher (saw) leaves an open
cut, typically 18 to 30 inches deep and
3 to 6 inches wide.
Estimated Labor Cost per Home
Passed Using HDD:
• 1 Neighborhood line (660 feet @
$7 per foot) = $4,620
• 4 Lines under road (100’ @ $7) =
$2,800

TT Technologies 4X Grunodrill for horizontal drilling and duct-pulling.

Ditch Witch for drilling, trenching, horizontal pulling.
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Cable Runner robot can lay fiber in an 8inch pipe, although 10-inch is more comfortable.

GPON or GePON?
Vermeer’s horizontal driller and puller.

AiDi’s preconnectorized 1:32 splitter.
• 8 Vaults to serve 16 homes @ $75
each = $ 600
• TOTAL for 16 homes = $8,020
• Cost per home passed = $501
Hiroshi Aoyama of NT T Access
Net work Ser vice Systems Laboratories said NT T expects 30 million f iber subscribers by 2010, so it needs
better
insta llation
techniques.
NT T brings f iber into the house,
with the ONU inside because few
Japanese homes are free-standing
and because the box is considered
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unsightly hanging on an externa l
wa ll.
NT T origina lly used fusion
splicing but found it to be expensive
and unattractive. NT T set about to
reduce the diameter of the f iber,
using pre-bent or curled-cord f iber,
free-bending “ hole-assisted ” optica l cord that can be tied in k nots,
and a cabinet 65 percent sma ller
and easier to use. “Customers can
even do some of the insta llation
themselves,” he noted.
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Dan Parsons, Director of Marketing
at BroadLight, said GPON is as much
as 30 percent cheaper than GePON in
HDTV-intensive, high bandwidth use.
He insisted that GPON vendors (as have
GePON vendors) learned an important
lesson from DSL: Standards enable technology and cost-reduction. There were
three plug-fests to test vendor interoperability for GPON in 2006.
Sandy Roskes of Fiberzone Networks
said Automated Fiber Management
(AFM) will have a huge impact on FTTH
economics in the years ahead as crowded
central offices accommodate more service
providers, more varied services to customers, more kinds of carriers’ business
plans, and higher bandwidths.
“As subscribers grow, the patching
required… will not scale,” Roskes said.
“There is an explosion of fiber to manage
in the access network, a strain on expensive fiber-trained technicians, inefficient
use of OLTs, multiple truck rolls for every new customer provisioned, two-technicians required for most maintenance
tasks, and lack of redundancy in the access network.”
The situation exists no matter how the
network is configured. For instance, with
the splitters in the Central Office rather
than close to subscribers, “for efficient
use of OLTs, subscribers must be flexibly
connected to one of many splitters. That
way, each OLT can be fully populated
before lighting a new PON. But there
are a very large number of end-user fibers
to manage in the CO, a huge number of
patch cords for internal connectivity inside CO, no redundancy or restoration
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Optical Entertainment Network,
PacketFront Customer, Gets on Track
OEN’s big IPTV-focused FTTH system in Houston, seems finally to be on track after some turmoil
and delays. In Las Vegas, OEN described its initial rollout in Houston, and its Sales Agent Program,
which makes 400 channels of IPTV (and other broadband services) available to FTTH communities
nationwide. This provides a new and cost-effective IPTV option for small FTTH systems.

IPG Photonics’ EAR multiport EDFA can
put up to 40 ports in a 2 RU package.

The future of fiber? FTTH network
builders were getting detailed advice at
the Walker booth, CableX and at other
distributors as well.

PacketFront is providing switched network services, featuring its layer-3 BECS control and provisioning system for the huge build – planned ultimately to pass 1.6 million homes in the Houston area
alone. The active (point-to-point) network, dubbed FISION, is designed to reliably deliver video,
Internet and voice/data services. OEN was drawn to PacketFront’s BECS for its scalability and its ondemand, self-provisioning functionality so households can buy more bandwidth and change services
for themselves, automatically.

Latest version of NTT in-home system; the customer is expected to place network
from rosette to any equipment desired.

Rosette connector accommodates new socket system for NTT hookups.
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capabilities, and time-consuming preprovisioning testing and post-provisioning maintenance.
A true AFM-enabled PON, Roskes
said, “allows flexible splitter connectivity
to manage OLT costs during provisioning and churn, and an asymmetric AFM
system supports the PON business model
– rapid, remote, and fully-automated
provisioning, testing, and monitoring.
Also, integration of splitters and WDM
couplers saves space and capital costs.

GPON is up to 30 percent more cost-effective than GePON, says Dan Parsons of BroadLight, because its higher native bandwidth allows more splits and fewer OLTs.

As electronics quickly become more integrated, cost of PON SFUs is falling fast.
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Legacy CO configuration with multiple ODFs, no redundancy.

Fiberzone’s AFM-enabled CO allows multiple functions in one rack.

Fiberzone’s AFM-enabled CO idea also works for COs with centralized splitters.
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Sandy Roskes of Fiberzone
Networks said Automated
Fiber Management (AFM) will
have a huge impact on FTTH
economics in the years ahead
as crowded central offices
accommodate more service
providers, more varied services
to customers, more kinds of
carriers’ business plans, and
higher bandwidths.
Nicholas Gagnon of EXFO says video doubles FTTH revenues per customer but
increases VDSL2 customer revenue only 60 percent.

EXFO confirms Corning and Alcatel-Lucent figures showing lower operating costs for PON FTTH versus HFC or VDSL.

EXFO’s Nicholas Gagnon speculates
that cable TV operators will move to
switched digital video to offer better
than 30 Mbps to subscribers.
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